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I. INTRODUCTION
Research on the 5G New Radio (NR) is gaining further momentum with the closing of the first Study Item on this subject in 3GPP; see especially the following technical reports [1] - [3] . The ambitions for 5G NR are high, aiming for enhanced support for multiplexing of diverse services such as enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB) and low latency communication (LLC) with ultra-reliability constraints [3] - [5] . Simultaneously fulfilling the requirements for a mixture of users with such diverse requirements is a challenging task, given the fundamental tradeoffs known from communication theory [6] . In that respect, the next generation base station (called gNB) scheduler, which orchestrates the allocation of radio resources to different users, plays an important role. The flexible physical layer design [1] -and especially the agile frame structure design [7] -that comes with the 5G NR offers increased degrees of freedom for the scheduler functionality. Facilitating a shift towards a user-centric approach, where the allocation of radio resources for each user is more flexible, and hence can be better optimized in coherence with the users' diverse QoS requirements. Among others, the 5G NR allows to schedule the users with variable transmission time intervals (TTIs) as proposed also in [7] - [9] . Support for variable TTI sizes facilitates matching the radio resource allocations per user in coherence with their radio conditions and QoS requirements. For instance, to schedule LLC users with short TTIs to achieve low latency, accepting the penalty of higher relative control channel overhead; see the recent studies in [10] - [11] on the benefits of variable TTIs for LLC traffic. Similarly, scheduling with variable TTI sizes also provides advantages for eMBB traffic [9] , as it offers a powerful instrument to efficiently adapt to different offered load conditions and the internet transport protocols (TCP) [12] closed-loop flow control mechanisms.
However, despite the benefits of scheduling the users with variable TTI sizes, there are still some non-trivial problems that call for more studies. One of those is how to efficiently multiplex eMBB and LLC on a downlink shared channel, especially for scenarios where the eMBB traffic is primarily scheduled with long TTI sizes, while sporadic arriving LLC traffic must be scheduled immediately with a short TTI size when such payloads arrive at the gNB to fulfill the corresponding latency deadline. In our effort to address this problem, our hypothesis is that a promising solution is to allow punctured scheduling, where a longer ongoing eMBB transmission can be partly replaced (i.e. punctured) by an urgent short TTI transmission to a user with LLC traffic. The fundamental principle of punctured scheduling has some similarities to preemptive scheduling principles as studied extensively for computer networks to accommodate real-time services [13] . However, despite those commonalities, there are several differences and open questions for how to best design punctured scheduling for a 5G NR wireless system. In particular, we study how to minimize the impact on the eMBB users that are harmed (i.e. by overriding part of their transmission). For this purpose, we propose recovery mechanisms for the impacted eMBB users, and suggest custom designed radio resource management (RRM) optimizations to most efficiently multiplex eMBB and LLC traffic, when utilizing punctured scheduling. The proposed methods are evaluated in a dynamic multi-user, multi-cell. Due to the complexity of the 5G NR system and the addressed problems, we rely on advanced system-level simulations for results generation to have high degree of realism. Those simulations are based on commonly accepted underlying models, calibrated with 3GPP 5G NR assumptions [1] - [3] , making sure that statistical reliable results are generated.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II further sets the scene for the study by shortly introducing the system model and presenting the problem formulation and related objectives. The proposed punctured scheduling scheme is outlined in Section III, and the corresponding RRM considerations in Section IV. The performance analysis appears in Section V, while concluding remarks are presented in Section VI.
II. SETTING THE SCENE

A. System model
We adopt the 5G NR assumptions as outlined in [1] - [2] , focusing primarily on the downlink performance. Users are dynamically multiplexed on a shared channel, using orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA). We assume the setting with 15 kHz subcarrier spacing. LLC UEs are scheduled with short TTI of only 2 OFDM symbols, corresponding to a mini-slot of 0.143 ms. eMBB traffic is primarily scheduled with longer TTI sizes of 14 OFDM symbols (1 ms duration), equivalent to two 7-symbol slots (but could also be scheduled with shorter TTI sizes). In the frequency domain, users can be multiplexed on a physical resource block (PRB) resolution of 12 subcarriers. Users are dynamically scheduled, using a usercentric downlink control channel for transmitting the scheduling grant [7] . This includes informing the users on which resources they are scheduled, which modulation and coding scheme (MCS) is used, etc. Asynchronous hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) with Chase combining (as also supported for LTE) is assumed. The system is assumed to carry best effort eMBB traffic download, as well as sporadic LLC traffic. The latter is modeled as bursts of small payload size of B bits that arrive for each LLC user in the downlink direction following a uniform Poisson arrival point process with arrival rate λ. Thus, the offered LLC traffic load per cell equals N·B·λ, where N is the average number of LLC users per cell.
B. Problem formulation and objectives
The objective is to serve the eMBB users with high average data rates (i.e. maximizing the spectral efficiency), while serving the LLC users per their low latency requirement with ultra-high reliability. The LLC traffic takes priority over the best effort eMBB data flows, and needs to be immediately scheduled when it arrives at the gNB. The dilemma, however, is that due to the random unpredictable nature of the LCC traffic, the gNB has no solid a priori knowledge of when LLC traffic arrives, and hence when to reserve radio resources for such transmissions. Reserving radio resources for potentially coming LLC transmissions would be inefficient as it results in capacity loss for the eMBB users. On the other hand, when scheduling the eMBB users, the downlink shared channel will in principle be monopolized by such transmissions, causing unnecessary latency to the LLC users that suddenly have data coming. This is the problem addressed in this study.
III. PUNCTURED SCHEDULING PROPOSAL
A. Basic principle
The basic principle of the proposed punctured scheduling solution is shown in Fig. 1 . Here, a UE with eMBB traffic is scheduled by the gNB for transmission on the downlink shared radio channel with a long TTI of 1 ms. The former is facilitated by the gNB sending a scheduling grant (transmitted on the physical layer control channel) followed by the actual transmission of the transport block. During the transmission time of the transport block for the eMBB UE, the shared channel for this transmission is in principle monopolized. However, it may happen that LLC data for another UE arrives at the gNB while the scheduled transmission towards the eMBB UE is ongoing. To avoid waiting for the completion of the transport block transmission to the eMBB UE, we propose to immediately transmit the LLC data by puncturing (i.e. overriding) part of the ongoing eMBB transmission. The advantage of this solution is that the latency of the LLC data is minimized, at the expense of lower performance of the transmission to the eMBB UE. As some of the resources for the eMBB transmission are corrupted, it essentially results in an error floor, where the performance in terms of block error probability (BLEP) versus SINR for the UE saturates [14] . The impact on the eMBB UE performance from being punctured naturally depends on multiple factors: how many resources have been punctured, whether the eMBB UE is aware of the puncturing, as well as how the information bits for the eMBB transport block (TB) have been encoded, interleaved, and mapped to the physical layer resources [14] . We assume that an eMBB transmission consists of code blocks (CB). The maximum CB size equals Z=6144 bits, and the number of CBs is denoted by C, as for LTE [15] . For the sake of simplicity, we furthermore assume that the CBs are equal size and fully time-frequency interleaved over the assigned resources for the TB. It should furthermore be noted that the illustration in Fig. 1 is simple in the sense that the eMBB transmission (in this example) experiences one instance of time-domain puncturing only, by one LLC transmission. However, in a loaded multiuser cellular system, an eMBB transmission may in fact experience puncturing by multiple LLC transmissions, and the LLC transmission(s) may have smaller or larger bandwidth than the eMBB transmission. Aspects of how the gNB select which eMBB transmissions to potentially puncture are further addressed in Section IV when outlining the assumed scheduling policy.
B. Recovery mechanisms
As mentioned, the decoding probability (i.e. 1-BLEP) of the punctured eMBB transmission depends on whether the UE is aware of the puncturing. In line with [14] , the performance is improved if the eMBB UE is aware of the puncturing. For an initial eMBB transmission we therefore assume that the UE may be informed of the puncturing. The dilemma here is that the gNB does not know when it schedules the eMBB UE if it will be subject to puncturing later. One option is to allow the gNB to append information of the puncturing (if that happens) to the very last part of the eMBB transmission, i.e. embedded in the last part of the data transmission. However, there is of course the risk that if puncturing does happen, it may happen on the last transmission resources of the eMBB transmission, and hence the indication of the puncturing is lost. If the UE fails to correctly decode a punctured eMBB transmission, a HARQ retransmission is triggered. At this point in time, the gNB knows that the previous transmission was punctured, and hence
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LLC traffic arrives at the gNB for another UE, and the data are immediately scheduled by overwritting part of the ongoing eMBB transmission (using a short TTI). can inform the UE when scheduling the retransmission by including such information in the downlink scheduling grant. The UE benefits from such information by disregarding the punctured resources of the previous transmission when performing the HARQ soft combining, thereby improving the performance. We assume that HARQ retransmissions consume the same amount of radio resources as the first transmission.
IV. RADIO RESOURCE MANAGEMENT ALGORITHMS
A. Scheduling decisions
For scheduling of the eMBB traffic we assume timefrequency domain radio channel aware Proportional Fair (PF) scheduling, based on periodical frequency selective CQI feedback. The PF scheduling metric , is:
where , is an estimate of the instantaneous supported data rate of user in the -th PRB, is its average delivered throughput in the past, and is the discrete time index for the scheduling interval. eMBB users are scheduled with a TTI size of 1 ms. Pending eMBB HARQ retransmissions are prioritized over new eMBB transmissions as also assumed in [16] . By default, the eMBB traffic is scheduled on all available radio resources, assuming there is enough offered eMBB traffic.
When LLC traffic arrives at the gNB, the scheduler aims at immediately scheduling such traffic with a short TTI size of 0.143 ms (corresponding to 2 OFDM symbols). If there are free (unused) radio resources, the LLC traffic is scheduled on those resources. If not, the LLC traffic is scheduled on radio resources currently allocated to eMBB transmissions, i.e. using punctured scheduling. It should be noted that due to the assumed small payload size for the LLC transmissions, only a fraction of the available PRBs are typically needed for each LLC transmission. The question is now which radio resources currently used for eMBB transmissions are the best to puncture? This is a nontrivial question, to which we propose the following puncturedscheduling metric for the LLC users :
where is the normalized transport block size of the eMBB user per PRB that is currently scheduled on the PRB ; i.e. the basic PF metric is weighted with a function of the MCS employed for eMBB data transmissions on a given PRB. The exponent controls how much weight is given to . Based on this scheduling framework, we consider the following three options for punctured scheduling:
• Best Resources (BR): = 0. In this case, the pending LLC traffic is scheduled on the PRBs where the LLC users experience the best channel quality as per the CQI feedback.
Division of resources among competing LLC users is done following the PF rule.
• Lowest eMBB user (LeU): = −1. It is prioritized to schedule the LLC traffic on resources that have been allocated to the eMBB user(s) that use the lowest MCS (among the scheduled eMBB users). The rationale here is that eMBB users with low MCS can better tolerate puncturing.
• Highest eMBB user (HeU): = 1. It is prioritized to schedule LLC traffic on resources that have been allocated to eMBB users with highest MCS (among the scheduled eMBB users). The rationale here is to protect the cell-edge eMBB users from experiencing puncturing.
The proposed eMBB-aware scheduling (LeU and HeU) for the LLC transmissions tends to favor puncturing the same eMBB transmission(s) in case several LLC transmissions happens during the same 1 ms TTI interval used for scheduling the eMBB users. Our hypothesis is that the eMBB-aware scheduling options therefore are more attractive.
B. Service-specific link adaptation
Dynamic link adaptation (LA) is assumed for both the eMBB and LLC users by setting the MCS for each transmission, based on the users reported CQI. The MCS for the eMBB users is adjusted to reach an average block error rate (BLER) target of 10%. This is achieved by using the well-known outer loop link adaptation (OLLA) algorithm, where the received CQI values are offset by certain factor (a.k.a. the OLLA offset) calculated in accordance to the received HARQ Ack/Nacks from past transmissions [17] . The OLLA-offset for the eMBB users is only adjusted based on Ack/Nack feedback from eMBB transmissions that have not been punctured; i.e. we only aim at controlling the BLER (10% target) for the eMBB transmissions that do not experience any puncturing. The BLER of the punctured eMBB transmissions will naturally be higher, as the error probability increases with the amount of puncturing.
The LA for the LLC transmissions is conducted to have a BLER target of only 1% to have lower latency. The LA for the LLC users is also conduced based on the users CQI, using standard OLLA to reach the 1% BLER target. Single-stream single-user MIMO transmission is assumed, i.e. benefitting from both transmission and reception diversity against fast fading radio channel fluctuations.
V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
A. Methodology and assumptions
Extensive dynamic system-level simulations are conducted, following the 5G NR methodology in 3GPP [1] , [3] , assuming a macro-cellular multi-cell scenario. The default simulation assumptions are summarized in Table 1 . All the RRM functionalities described in Section IV are modeled. Full buffer traffic is used to model the eMBB best effort traffic. A bursty LLC traffic model is used, with 50-byte packets generated following a Poisson arrival process. Different levels of offered LLC traffic load per cell are considered. Whenever a user is scheduled, the SINR at the receiver is calculated for each subcarrier symbol, assuming a minimum mean square error with interference rejection combining (MMSE-IRC) receiver at the terminal. Inspired by the model in [18] - [19] , the SINR values are mapped to the mutual information domain, taking the applied modulation scheme into account. The mean mutual information per coded bit (MMIB) is calculated as the arithmetic mean of the values for the subcarrier symbols of the transmission [19] . Given the MMIB and the used modulation and coding rate of the transmission, the error probability of a CB is determined from look-up tables that are obtained from extensive link level simulations. For transmissions consisting of more than one CB, we assume identical and independent error performance for all CBs. Thus, the error probability for the transport block is modeled as P(ƐTB) = 1 -(1-P(ƐCB)) C , where P(ƐCB) is the CB BLEP. The effect of an eMBB transmission that is punctured is captured as follows: The punctured sub-carrier symbols contain no useful information for the receiver, and hence is modelled as information-less. This effect is included in the calculation of the MMIB and the effective coding rate of the transmission prior to using the look-up tables described above to determine the CB BLEP. In other words, a receiver that is aware of the puncturing incident is assumed to be aware of the exact subcarrier symbols that are punctured. Therefore, the receiver can discard the punctured parts of the physical resources prior to the decoding. Hence, the MMIB for such users is calculated only as the mean from transmission resources that were not punctured and the effective coding rate of the transmission is increased accordingly.
On the other hand, if the UE is unaware of the puncturing the punctured part of the transmission will still be taken as useful signal by the UE thus, used in the decoding process. Therefore, in such scenarios we model the punctured resources as interference only, which decreases the overall MMIB, while keeping the effective coding rate unaffected. The setting in all simulations, except where explicitly mentioned, is that the eMBB UEs are fully aware of the puncturing when it happens. Fig. 2 shows the cumulative distribution function (cdf) for the ratio of punctured eMBB resources per user allocation for different offered load conditions of LLC traffic. The ratio of punctured eMBB resources per user allocation is defined as the sum of the sub-carrier symbols allocated to LLC within a given eMBB transmission, divided by the total amount of sub-carrier symbols in the eMBB allocation. As expected, the higher the LLC load, the more eMBB allocations are punctured. At 0.1 Mbps LLC load, only around 10% of the eMBB allocations are punctured, whereas more than 70% puncturing ratio can be observed for a high LLC load of 2 Mbps. The scheduling scheme also impacts the distribution. The LeU and HeU schemes tends to favor puncturing the same eMBB transmission multiple times, in case several LLC transmissions happen during the same 1 ms TTI interval. This results in fewer eMBB allocations being punctured as compared to BR, at the expense of higher puncturing ratio for those transmissions. It is observed that with relatively high probability, the puncturing ratio is either 1/7 (~0.14) or 2/7 (~0.28), which corresponds to the case when LLC allocations puncture the entire frequency sub-band of a certain eMBB allocation with one or two short TTI transmissions. Fig . 3 pictures the average decoding probability of eMBB transmissions for different puncturing ratios, including the case where the eMBB UEs are not made aware of the puncturing. eMBB transmissions without any puncturing achieve the 90% decoding probability (or 10% BLER) in line with the servicespecific LA setting described in Section IV-B. For cases where an eMBB allocation is punctured on 1/7 of the resources, the decoding probability drastically decreases. It is observed that LeU scheme achieves the best decoding performance, as users with low MCS (typically low coding rate) can better tolerate puncturing. The BR scheme tends to equally affect cell-edge and cell-center eMBB UEs. This results in a decoding probability which is in between what is observed for the other two scheduling schemes. As expected, there is some gain from making the eMBB UE aware of the puncturing (indicated by the dashed line on Fig. 3) ; this gain is, however, generally lower than what is reported in [14] , although we still observe a clear benefit of making eMBB UEs aware of the puncturing. The reason for observing differences in performance gain of having such puncturing awareness at the eMBB UEs, is expected to be due to the abstract L2S model applied in our system-level study, while findings in [14] are based on more detailed link level simulations. For eMBB users that experience extensive puncturing of 3/7, there is no visible gain by making the eMBB aware of the puncturing. This is because such a large fraction of "lost" resources can anyway not be compensated at the receiver end, and hence is likely to result in failed decoding independent of whether the UE is made aware of it, or not. The impact on the eMBB performance from the puncturing is shown in Fig. 4 , where a cdf of the eMBB throughput is plotted. It is observed that the eMBB throughput generally declines as LLC traffic is increased, due to more puncturing. The LeU scheme generally offers the best throughput performance. This is due to the larger robustness against puncturing, as also observed in Fig. 3 . The difference in performance between the BR and HeU schemes depend on the offered LLC load. For a LLC offered load of 0.5 Mbps, the performance is as expected: the BR scheme performs better than the HeU, especially in the upper part of the distribution, as HeU favors puncturing of users with high MCS. However, for a higher LLC offered load of 2 Mbps, HeU performs slightly better than BR. This is due to the benefits of concentrating the LLC puncturing in only a few eMBB allocations. Such gain is especially relevant at high LLC load, when the eMBB allocations are more likely to experience puncturing from multiple LLC users. percentile, it is observed that the 1 ms latency requirement for 5G is achieved for both 0.1 Mbps and 2 Mbps load of LLC traffic. Furthermore, no significant difference between the three proposed schedulers is observed at the 10 -5 level. One of the reasons is that the proposed puncturing scheduling schemes partly accounts for the experienced channel quality of LLC users. Also, sufficiently good channel quality is experienced across the whole frequency band due to the high diversity from using 2x2 closed-loop single-stream MIMO with MMSE-IRC receiver at the UE. Finally, Fig. 6 shows the 50%-ile eMBB throughput (left axis) and the 99.999%-ile latency for the LLC traffic (right axis), for different offered loads of LLC traffic. Only the LLC latency with the BR scheme is shown as there is marginal difference in performance (as seen in Fig. 5 ). The eMBB throughput follows the trends previously described: The LeU scheme offers the best throughput performance due to larger robustness to puncturing. At low LLC offered load, the BR scheme performs better than the HeU, as HeU favors puncturing of users with high MCS (sensitive to puncturing). However, at high LLC offered load, HeU performs slightly better than BR. This is due to the benefits of concentrating the LLC puncturing in only a few eMBB allocations -especially relevant at high LLC load, when the eMBB allocations are more likely to experience puncturing from multiple LLC users. 
B. Performance results
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper we have presented a punctured scheduling solution, tailored to efficient transmission of urgent LLC traffic on a shared channel with eMBB transmissions. The scheme does not require any pre-reservation of radio resources for transmission of the randomly arriving LLC payloads. Mechanisms to have such solutions perform efficiently are proposed. Those include recovery mechanisms for the eMBB transmissions that experience puncturing, service-specific and puncturing-aware dynamic link adaptation, as well as eMBBaware scheduling decisions for LLC traffic to minimize the capacity loss for eMBB due to LLC traffic. The presented system-level performance results document the benefits of such solutions, confirming our hypothesis that punctured scheduling (sometimes referred to as preemptive scheduling) is attractive and worth pursuing in the design of a 5G multi-service systems.
However, despite of those findings, there are still more options and enhancements for punctured scheduling that are worth studying. Among others, we are currently studying the case where so-called variable block-length HARQ retransmissions are applied, only retransmitting the damaged part of the punctured eMBB transmissions. eMBB Throughput -BR eMBB Throughput -HeU eMBB Throughput -LeU LLC Latency
